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Analysis of nanoindentation curves in the case
of bulk amorphous polymers

Load versus displacement curves obtained from nanoinden-
tation experiments on polymers are particularly difficult to
analyze due to their complex mechanical and especially
time-dependent behavior. The indentation curves obtained
on two amorphous polymers (polycarbonate (PC) and poly-
methyl methacrylate (PMMA)) show an increase in the in-
dentation depth during load hold time. A non-linear time-
dependent model shows that this phenomenon could be de-
composed in a first part due to a viscoelastic response and
a second part assigned both to a viscoelastic and a visco-
plastic response. If the first part is not achieved, the values
of the elastic modulus computed using the Oliver and Pharr
method are abnormally high. If it is achieved, the beginning
of the unloading curve presents an abnormality that is
linked to the increase in indentation depth during hold load
time. Nevertheless, if the load hold time is high enough
and if the contact stiffness is calculated from the initial
slope of the power fit of the unloading curve, the values of
the elastic modulus computed using the Oliver and Pharr
method are close to those obtained by tensile tests.
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1. Introduction

Nanoindentation methods are used routinely to measure the
mechanical properties of bulk materials or thin films. This
instrument allows measuring the load applied on a tip as a
function of indentation depth. Hardness and elastic modu-
lus may be obtained from the loading and unloading curves
[1– 4].

Nanoindentation gives satisfactory results for isotropic
elastoplastic work hardening materials. Extension of the
method to anisotropic [4], non-work hardening [5] or vis-
cous materials [6, 7] is more limited. In the case of poly-
meric and biological materials, the time-dependent re-
sponse leads to ambiguity in the measurement of the
mechanical properties. Whatever the method, values of the
elastic modulus obtained by nanoindentation experiments
are higher than the values obtained by tensile tests [7]. This
difference could be due to several reasons. Deformation
mechanisms are sometimes different in traction and com-
pression, and materials could be heterogeneous, especially
in the vicinity of the surface. Some authors explain the high
values of the elastic modulus obtained by nanoindentation

by an underestimation of the contact area due to the pre-
sence of pile-up or the effect of viscoelasticity [6, 7]. It is,
for example, well-known that it there is a nose in the un-
loading curve at low unloading rate or for a short hold time
[6]. To avoid this problem, it is advisable to maintain the
load at its maximum value during a long enough time or to
unload at a high loading rate [6]. Whatever, it is important
to ensure that the viscoelastic response to load is achieved
before unloading.

In this work, the nanoindentation curves of two amor-
phous polymers have been analyzed. It shows that the be-
ginning of the unloading curve is marked by the history ef-
fect of the loading. Nevertheless, if the peak hold time is
large enough and if the contact stiffness is calculated from
the slope of the power fit of the unloading curve, the elastic
moduli obtained by nanoindentation are close to the elastic
moduli calculated from tensile tests.

2. Materials and methods

Two bulk amorphous polymers (polycarbonate (PC) and
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)) were tested: Amor-
phous polymers have been chosen rather than semi-crystal-
line polymers to prevent any heterogeneity of the crystalli-
nity and of the mechanical properties of the material. PC
was from AxxisTM, it has a ductile behavior. The nominal
mechanical properties are tensile elastic modulus (ETensile)
2.3 GPa and elastic limit (Re) 50 MPa. Poison’s ratio (m)
is equal to 0.4. PMMA was from AltuglasTM, it has a
brittle behavior. The nominal mechanical properties are
ETensile = 3.3 GPa, Re = 74 MPa and m = 0.39.

Tensile tests were performed on a ZwickTM Z010 tensile
test machine at a strain rate of 0.011 s – 1. The elastic moduli
determined by tensile test were 2.24 and 3.10 GPa for PC
and PMMA, respectively. All nanoindentation experiments
were performed using a Nanoindenter XP from MTSTM

using the continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) method
with a frequency of 45 Hz and displacement amplitude of
2 nm. A Berkovitch indenter was used. The coefficient (C)
of the indenter area function that gives the contact area (A):

A ¼ Ch2
c ð1Þ

was calibrated using fused silica (E = 72 GPa, m = 0.17)
using the method proposed by Hochstetter et al. [6]. The
coefficient C was calculated to be 24.44.

The mechanical properties were extracted from the
load – displacement curves using the Oliver and Pharr meth-
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od [4]. Briefly, the contact depth hc was computed from the
indentation depth ht using the following equation:

hc ¼ ht % e
F

S
ð2Þ

where e is a geometrical parameter, F the load and S the
contact stiffness. According to the work of Pharr and Bol-
shakov [8], e was calculated from the following equation

e ¼ m 1% 2ðm% 1Þffiffiffi
p
p

C
m

2ðm% 1Þ
; <

C
1

2ðm% 1Þ
; <

2664
3775 ð3Þ

where m is the exponent of the power law of the unloading
curve and C is the gamma function. Typically, in our ex-
periments, e was in the range 0.71 – 0.75.

The contact area was computed using Eq. (1). The hard-
ness (H) is defined as the ratio of the load on the contact
area

H ¼ F

A
ð4Þ

and the elastic modulus was computed using the Sneddon’s
Eq. [9]

S ¼ 2bE &
ffiffiffi
A

p

r
ð5Þ

where b is a correcting factor to take into account the non-
axysimetry of the indenter and is equal to 1.034 [10], and
E* is the reduced elastic modulus:

1
E>
¼ 1% m2

1

Es
þ 1% m2

1

Ei
ð6Þ

where Ei, Es, mi, ms are the elastic moduli and Poisson’s ra-
tios of the indenter and sample, respectively. Because poly-
mers are time-dependant materials, the unloading curve is
sensitive to history effects and strain rate.

In order to reduce the influence of the viscosity the fol-
lowing indentation procedure has been chosen. All experi-
ments were performed using the following load time se-
quence. The indenter was first loaded at a constant loading
rate/load ratio [11] ( _L=L ¼ C) to an indentation depth equal
to 3000 nm. The value of the constant loading rate/load
ratio varies from 10 – 3 to 0.3 s – 1. For the lower loading
rate/load ratio, the loading time is important and the ther-
mal drift is no longer negligible. For the higher loading
rate/load ratio, the experimental curves are noisy. For these
two ratios, the results are poorly reproducible.

A constant loading rate/load ratio allows obtaining a con-
stant strain rate if the material has a constant hardness. The
principle of geometric similarity is then valid even if the
material exhibits viscous behavior [12]. The load was then
held constant at peak load for a period of time that varies
from 0 to 600 s. The indenter was then unloadel at a con-
stant unloading rate/load ratio ( _L=L ¼ C) until the load
reached a value that varied from 1 to 50 % of the maximum
load value. The principle of geometric similarity is not val-
id for the unloading stage because of the non-reversibility
of plastic deformation. Nevertheless, the Oliver and Pharr
method proposes to compute the contact stiffness using the

initial slope of the power fit of the unloading curve. Be-
cause polymers are time-dependent materials, it is impor-
tant that the unloading curves are performed at a strain rate
that is as constant as possible. We propose to perform the
unloading curve at a constant unloading rate/load ratio, hy-
pothesizing that these experimental conditions give a more
constant strain rate than unloading at constant unloading
rate. After unloading, the load was then held constant for a
period of 600 s.

The two hold load periods (after loading and unloading)
are performed to analyze the time dependent behavior of
the material and to distinguish the reversibility (viscoelas-
tic) and irreversibility (viscoplastic) of the increase in in-
dentation depth during the peak time. The indentation depth
is computed by including the tip defect (the missing portion
of the indenter from a perfect Berkovitch indenter) accord-
ing to the method proposed by Hochstetter et al. [6]. The
contact stiffness by means of the CSM method is plotted
as a function of indentation depth. The origin of the linear
relation between contact stiffness and indentation depth
gives the virtual first contact point (the first contact point
if the indenter has a perfect geometry) and allows one to ob-
tain a constant elastic modulus and hardness (by means of
the CSM method) as a function of indentation depth
(Fig. 1).

The contact area computed from the Oliver and Pharr
method will be compared to the residual imprint measured
by means of atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging. For
this purpose, a topographic image is realized using a Di-
mension 3100 instrument (Nanoscope IIIa from VeecoTM),
the tapping modeTM operating system and a silicon cantile-
ver (OTESPA from VeecoTM). A higher slope image is
computed from the topographic image according to the fol-
lowing procedure: The topographic image is processed by a
Kernel filter in order to obtain 4 slope images according to
the X, Y, XY and – XY directions. The higher slope image is
built by taking for each pixel of the image the higher abso-
lute value of the 4 slope images. The higher slope image
clearly shows the residual imprint of the indenter (Fig. 2).
The borders of the residual imprint are fixed by 3 curved
lines and its area is computed by integration. The measure-
ment of the area of the residual imprint is not very accurate
due to the inaccuracy of the AFM calibration. The inaccu-
racy of the measurement was estimated to be approximately
5 %.
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Fig. 1. Elastic modulus and hardness obtained using the CSM method
as a function of indentation depth (PMMA _L=L ¼ 0:03 s%1).



3. Analysis of the load–displacements curves

During the peak hold time, the indentation depth continues
to increase even after a very long time (more than one
hour). It is not obvious that this increase is due to a viscoe-
lastic or viscoplastic behavior. Figure 3 shows an indenta-
tion curve performed on the PC sample. The peak holding
time is equal to 600 s, and the indenter is unloaded at 50 %
of the maximum load.

To confirm the nature of the increase in indention depth,
a non-linear model based on the work of Oyen and Cook
[13] has been developed. The model is built from a series
of independent quadratic mechanical elements with elastic
(one spring), viscoelastic (two Kelvin– Voigt elements),
plastic (one slider) and viscoplastic (one dashpot) responses
(Fig. 4). This model is able to fit perfectly the load – displa-
cement curve (Fig. 3). It shows that the increase in the in-
dentation depth during the peak hold time could be decom-
posed into two parts. The first part is important and
reversible as shown during the unload hold time. The inden-
tation depth velocity follows an exponentially decreasing
function with a time constant of a few seconds. It is the re-

sult of a viscoelastic response. The second part of the in-
crease in the indentation depth is less important, irreversi-
ble and seems to follow a constant velocity. It is modeled
by the sum of a viscoplastic response and a viscoelastic re-
sponse with a long time constant.

The elastic modulus is computed according to Sneddon’s
equation using the contact stiffness by means of the initial
slope of the unloading curve. If the first part of the increase
of the indentation depth during peak load hold is not
achieved, the initial slope of the unloading curve will be in-
fluenced both by the elastic-viscous response to unload and
by the viscous response to load. As a consequence, the val-
ue of the slope of the unloading curve would not be a per-
fect elastic response. The contact stiffness is computed di-
rectly from the initial slope of the unloading curve, STan

(between 90 and 95 % of the peak load value), or from the
initial slope of the power law fit of the unloading curve,
SFit, leading to two different values of the elastic modulus,
ETan and EFit. Figure 5 shows the value of the elastic modu-
lus computed using the Oliver and Pharr method in the case
of the PMMA sample as a function of hold time. It confirms
clearly that the value of the elastic modulus becomes con-
stant only after a peak hold of approximately 100 s. This
time is approximately the same time to achieve the first part
of the increase of indentation depth. For an enough long
hold time, EFit is close to 3.2 GPa in good agreement with
the value obtained from the tensile test (3.1 GPa) whereas
ETan is typically 15 % too high.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. AFM images (40 lm · 40 lm) of the residual imprint for (a)
PC and (b) PMMA sample. Two imprints are clearly visible for
PMMA.

Fig. 3. Indentation depth as a function of time. During hold time, the
indentation depth continues to increase. This increase could be decom-
posed into two parts (inset). The horizontal lines mark the beginning of
the hold load periods.

Fig. 4. Viscoelastic viscoplastic model used to fit the indentation
curves.



During loading at a constant strain rate, the response of
the material is similar to an elastoplastic behavior. In con-
trast, during load hold time, the response of the material is
mainly due to a viscous response. Then, the beginning of
unload curve corresponds mainly to the unloading of the in-
crease in indentation depth during load hold time, which
means a viscoelastic penetration rather than an elastoplastic
penetration.

Analysis of the unloading curves gives important infor-
mation. The exponent of the power law fit of the unloading
curve is very high as compared to the value obtained for a
non-viscous material. Typically, the power law exponent
derived from the entire unloading curve is close to 3.7 and
2.2 for PMMA and PC, respectively. According to the work
of Pharr and Bolshakov [8], the power law of the unloading
curve (m) can be related to the effective indenter shape. The
effective indenter shape is the shape that results in the same
unloading curve on a perfectly elastic material. The effec-
tive indenter shape can be described by the following equa-
tion

Z ¼ Br
1

m%1 ð7Þ
where B is a coefficient, z is the vertical distance and r is the
radial distance. According to the experimental values of m,
the effective indenter geometry would be hyperbolic. This
means that the contact pressure should be very high in the
center of the contact and low at the periphery of the contact.
This result is surprising in the case of indentation experi-
ments where a plastic behavior and then a constant pressure
distribution is assumed.

This phenomenon may be a consequence of the history
effect due to the viscous behavior of the polymer. To check
this hypothesis the material is loaded and unloaded a large
number of times. The following procedure is repeated
30 times: (1) Loading at a constant loading rate/load ratio
(0.03 s – 1), (2) load maintained at maximum value for
600 s, and (3) unload at a constant loading rate/load ratio
to 1 % of the maximum load in order to obtain a complete
unload. We observe that the exponent of the power law fit
decreases rapidly and tends to values close to 1.8 and 1.5
for PMMA and PC, respectively (Fig. 6). The value of 1.5
corresponds to the value obtained on an elastoplastic mate-
rial [4] whereas the value of 1.8 is intermediate between

the elastic (m = 2) and the elastoplastic behavior (m = 1.5).
The elastic modulus computed using the Oliver and Pharr
method is approximately constant whatever the number of
previous unloads, meaning that the first unloading curve
could be used for the analysis. The exponent of the power
law fit of the unloading curve is computed as a function of
fractions of the unloading curves (DF/FMax) used for the
calculus (Fig. 7). We observe that for the first unload the
beginning of the unloading curve is best fitted by a power
law for which the exponent is close to 7 for a fraction of
the unloading curve close to 20 % in the case of PMMA
and 7 % in the case of PC. The exponent is not constant,
meaning that the unloading curve is poorly fitted by a
power law function.

For the 30th unloading curve, the beginning of the un-
loading curve still follows a very high exponent of the
power law, but tends to a reasonable value if a larger frac-
tion of the curve is used. After many load – unload cycles,
the unloading curves could be well fitted by a power law
function, except for the beginning of the curve, with expo-
nent values close to those found for elastoplastic materials
(m = 1.5). Whatever the number of previous load –unload
cycles, the beginning of the curve is abnormal and should
be considered with caution.
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Fig. 5. Elastic modulus as a function of hold time (PMMA,
_L=L ¼ 0:05 s%1).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Exponent of the power law fit of the unloading curve (m) as a
function of number of the load/unload cycles ( _L=L ¼ 0:03 s%1) (a)
PMMA, (b) PC.



4. Measurement of the elastic modulus

From the analysis of the unloading curve, we have observed
the following:
(i) The elastic modulus computed by means of the Oliver

and Pharr method is constant if the peak old time is
higher than a few minutes.

(ii) The elastic modulus is constant whatever the number of
previous unloads.

(iii) The beginning of the unloading curve is abnormal as
compared to the rest of the unloading curve.

This suggests that the elastic modulus can be computed
from the first unloading curve if the peak hold time value
is enough high and if the contact stiffness is computed from
the power law fit of the unloading curve rather than from
the initial slope of the unloading curve.

The following procedure was then employed: The inden-
ter was first loaded at a constant loading rate/load ratio
( _L=L ¼ C) [11] until an indentation depth equal to
3000 nm. The loading rate/load ratio varied from 10 – 3 to
0.3 s – 1. The load was then held constant at maximum load
for 600 s. The indenter was then unloaded at a constant un-
loading rate/load ratio ( _L=L ¼ C) until a value equal to
1 % of maximum load. Each experiment was repeated
3 times.

The contact stiffness is computed from the initial slope of
the power law fit of the unloading curve SFit and from the
initial slope of the unloading curve STan as previously de-
scribed. The contact area, elastic modulus and hardness are
computed according to the Oliver and Pharr method and
the two values of the contact stiffness. These values are
compared to the experimental values: The area of the resi-
dual imprint by means of AFM measurement, the elastic
modulus by means of tensile testing and the hardness by
means of Eq. (4) (load/area of the residual imprint).

The values of the elastic modulus are plotted as a func-
tion of loading rate/load ratio. Figure 8 shows that the elas-
tic modulus is approximately constant for PC: EFit and ETan

are computed to be 2.3 and 2.7 GPa, respectively, values
to be compared to the value obtained by tensile tests
(2.24 GPa). Table 1 presents the values of elastic modulus,
hardness and area of the residual imprint measured for a

loading rate/load ratio equal to 0.01 s – 1. There is a good
agreement between the values measured from the Oliver
and Pharr method using SFit and the values measured inde-
pendently. Figure 9 shows the unloading curve and the best
power law fit of the unloading curve. The different slopes at
the beginning of two curves confirm that the beginning of
the experimental unloading curve presents an abnormality.

PMMA has a much more marked viscous behavior (sig-
nificant increase in indentation depth during load hold time)
than PC. At low loading rate/load ratios, we observe a good
agreement between the values of the elastic modulus mea-
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Fig. 7. Exponent of the power fit of the unloading curve as a function
of fraction of the unloading curve (PMMA, _L=L ¼ 0:03 s%1).

Fig. 8. Elastic modulus of the PC sample as a function of loading rate/
load ratio.

Table 1. Mechanical properties obtained on the PC/PMMA sam-
ple ( _L=L ¼ 0:01 s%1). The reference values for E, H and A are ob-
tained from tensile tests, [Eq. (4)], and AFM residual imprints, re-
spectively.

Method E (GPa) H (MPa) A (lm2)

STan 2.61/3.67 151/192 208/238
SFit 2.22/3.34 157/192 200/237

Reference values 2.24/3.10 167/226 195/195

Fig. 9. Experimental unloading curve and power law fit of the unload-
ing curve (PC, 1st unload, _L=L ¼ 0:03 s%1).



sured by nanoindentation using SFit and the elastic modulus
measured by tensile testing (Fig. 10). The agreement is poor
for the contact area: The difference is about 20 % (Table 1).
Nevertheless, if one observes the higher slope image, one
can see that there are two residual imprints (Fig. 2b). The
first one, in white, has a constant slope and could be consid-
ered as a plastic imprint. The second imprint is larger and
has an outline for which a slope similar to the surface plane
indicating elastic recovery of the border. One noticeable
fact is that the area of this second imprint is equal to the area

computed by the Oliver and Pharr method. Furthermore, we
can see that the contact stiffness by means of CSM meas-
urement is approximately proportional to the indentation
depth (Fig. 11). According to the Sneddon equation, the
contact stiffness is proportional to the root square of the
contact area. This means that during the first part (visco-
elastic behavior) and the second part (viscoelastic and/or
viscoplastic behavior) of the increase in the indentation
depth during hold time, the contact area continues to in-
crease.

This phenomenon is quite surprising because the contact
area is supposed to be fixed by hardness and is not supposed
to increase for a viscoelastic response. For loading at a con-
stant strain rate, the response of the material was compar-
able to elastoplastic behavior. Nevertheless, during hold
time, due to viscoelastic behavior, the material continues
to strain and the indenter depth still increases. An increase
indentation depth without an increase contact area seems
to be difficult because, at the end of loading, the connection
of the surfaces of the indenter and of the sample is a tangent
(Fig. 12). During hold time, the viscoelastic response of the
material leads to an increase in the contact area, (and then a
decrease in the contact pressure), without new plastic flow
(elastic contact). Then, the contact evolves from a plastic
contact to a elastoplastic contact. The pressure distribution
is no longer a plastic pressure distribution but tends to an
elasto-plastic distribution. This assumption is confirmed
experimentally by the residual imprint of the contact area
and the experimental value of the power fit value of the un-
loading curve.

5. Conclusions

Nanoindentation of two amorphous polymers leads to an in-
crease in the indentation depth and contact area during hold
load time. This increase could be decomposed into two
parts. The first part of this increase is due to viscoelastic be-
havior whereas the second part is due to viscoplastic and
viscoelastic behavior. It is not obvious that the increase in
the contact area is followed by an increase in the plastic
flow, especially in the case of PMMA where an elastoplas-
tic contact is assumed after hold time.

This viscous behavior is responsible for the abnormal ex-
ponent of the power fit of the unloading curve and for the
abnormally high slope of the beginning of the unloading
curve. Nevertheless, if the peak hold time is long enough,
and if the contact stiffness is computed from the initial
slope of the power law fit of the unloading curve, the elastic
modulus computed using the Oliver and Pharr method is
close to the values obtained using tensile tests.
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